
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS COMPANY TO WORK

The hiring manager may ask, â€œWhy did you decide to work for this companyâ€• The interviewer poses this question
for a few reasons. He or she wants to know.

Talking too much â€” Remember the law of answering interview questions: You should limit each answer to
minutes in length not counting any follow-up questions or requests for additional detail. After go through your
company profile I personally realized that your company provides better platform for me. Putting together a
few well-chosen questions and doing your homework now could pay dividends in the long run. Take your
time in your selection process. Many candidates sabotage themselves with avoidable mistakes. Is there a sense
of purpose? Your answer should come out a little bit different each time, but it should always cover the points
that you want to make. Yes, experience and qualifications are important, but the right attitude can definitely
give you an edge over those with similar professional backgrounds. I have a reputation for getting things done
â€” and with a smile on my face. Flexible Schedule. Payscale also found that employee retention was the
number one priority of these top performers. Job seekers prefer a higher starting base pay, but are swayed to
join companies with a broad base of benefits, incentives, bonuses and allowances. What exactly sets a
particular firm apart as a place we would like to build a career? If you have created a good impression up to
this point, your response to this question is especially important. Sudhansu, said Aug 03, I think the technical
skills and qualifications which I possess ,need to be utilize and explore and your company is the right platform
to exhibit all my skills as the job offered by you is very much conducive to hone my talents. I have the
experience to start contributing from day one and I am truly excited about the prospect of getting started. Can
you learn something? Or are they resigned to the established high job turnover patterns for UAE employees
and content to throw a big salary at you but little more? Today, companies offer different employee value
propositions EVP in order to attract the best talents. This criterion for choosing a company is often
downplayed or hardly considered by employers. Mahammad M, said Jan 29, As I am a fresher, its my dream
to start my career by doing work in the big reputed company. Companies that offer deliberate career planning
and development are able to attract the top talents in the job market. It asks whether you can be depended on
to stay on at this job and work hard at it. Find out about the role, the team and the manager. Employers must
never discount the possibility that prospective employees have a passion for a particular type of work, or are
motivated to join a company with the same compassion for a particular segment of society. They prefer to join
companies with wholesome brands and image. The number one reason was indeed salary, but right behind it
was a lack of career growth opportunities. Sounds like a great recipe for a senior programmer. Can you work
here? The traffic situation in Metro Manila is terrible, especially for the commuting workforce. Can you learn?
Pooja, said Aug 18, There are so many reasons for choosing this company. What are my most impressive
accomplishments? In which of these areas do I really shine? Concentrate on why you enjoy your work or
position. So only i will choose these Company sir. What makes me different from the typical candidate? At
minimum, the process of preparing the answer will help to inform your response to other questions including:.
Most job seekers should be able to develop a standard answer to this question that can be customized a bit for
each opportunity. Be the judge of which company is worthy of your talents. Opinions expressed by
Entrepreneur contributors are their own. If you have talent, flaunt it among the best companies and let them
line up before you. Sample Answer Here is an example of a good answer to the question of why you chose a
particular company: I applied for a position with this company because I want a more challenging
environment that can foster professional growth and advancement. Interviewers are attracted to confidence
and honesty, so exemplify these qualities in your response. This answer highlights the experience that she does
have and the fact that she performed well â€” she was invited back to her internship and was given an
opportunity to edit at her part-time job.


